1 INTRODUCTION

Byte-addressable Non-Volatile Main Memory (NVMM) is a reality, with Intel Optane DC Persistent Memory being already in the market. The availability of NVMM enables the design of concurrent algorithms, whose execution will be recoverable at low cost. An algorithm is recoverable if its state can be restored after recovery from a system-crash failure. Despite many efforts for designing efficient recoverable synchronization protocols and data structures, persistence comes at a significant cost even for fundamental data structures, such as stacks and queues. The main reason for this is that data stored into registers and caches are volatile, and need to be flushed to persistent memory for ensuring that they will not be lost at a system crash.

Software combining is a state-of-the-art synchronization technique [5, 6] which works well when the number of synchronization points in the underlying algorithm is small. In this paper, we reveal the power of software combining in achieving recoverable synchronization and designing recoverable data structures. In software combining, each thread first announces its request, and then tries to become the combiner by acquiring a lock. The combiner applies several active requests, in addition to its own, before it releases the lock. As long as the combiner serves active requests, other threads perform local spinning, waiting for the combiner to release the lock. As soon as the lock is released, waiting threads whose requests have been served by the combiner, return the calculated responses, whereas the rest compete again for the lock.

In this paper, we present two recoverable software combining protocols, which have been designed carefully to respect a number of principles we identify to be crucial for performance and they can be summarized as follows: 1) Store in NVMM only those variables that are absolutely necessary for recoverability to minimize the number of expensive persistence instructions, such as flushes (pflushes) and fences (psyncs) that are executed; 2) As not all persistence instructions have the same cost [1], design the protocol so that the persistence instructions it executes are of low cost. One way to achieve this is to avoid the execution of such instructions on highly-contended shared variables; and 3) place the data to be persisted in consecutive memory addresses and persist them all together. Our experiments show that the resulting protocols are many times faster than a large collection of existing recoverable techniques for achieving scalable synchronization.

State-of-the-art combining protocols [6] do not necessarily support persistence in an efficient way, as they often store the active requests in scattered memory locations (and in particular, in a dynamic singly-linked list). The combiner traverses these locations to discover the currently active requests and applies them on the shared state of the object, recording their responses in the nodes of the list. As in such a protocol, the data are scattered in memory, some of the persistence principles mentioned above are violated, leading to high persistence overhead. Our synchronization protocols have been designed to respect all persistence principles. We build recoverable queues and stacks using our protocols. Experiments show that the proposed implementations outperform by far, many existing synchronization techniques [3, 4, 10], as well as recoverable data structures based on such techniques and specialized recoverable implementations of them [8, 11, 12]. Concurrent queues and stacks play a significant role in runtime systems, high performance computing, kernel schedulers, network interfaces, etc. The proliferation of NVMM and the availability of highly-efficient recoverable stacks and queues could enable persistence in such settings. Our implementations satisfy detectable recoverability [8], whereas most competitors guarantee only weaker consistency properties [9].

Our contributions can be summarized as follows: 1) We present two highly-efficient recoverable combining protocols (called PBcomb and PWFcomb), which ensure low persistence overhead than previous algorithms; 2) The protocols perform much better than state-of-the-art existing synchronization techniques; 3) We provide a list of persistence principles that are crucial for performance and provide experiments to illustrate the performance power of respecting these principles when designing synchronization protocols; 4) We provide recoverable queues (PQUEUE and PWFQUEUE) and stacks (PSTACK and PWFSTACK), based on the new protocols, which are much more efficient than previous recoverable implementations of such data structures.

2 OUR PROTOCOLS

PBcomb implements the lock in volatile memory using an implementation which has low synchronization cost. Additionally, a thread may leave the entry-section without ever acquiring the lock, if it finds out that its request has been served by a combiner. Also, PBcomb utilizes an array, Request, to ensure that active requests are stored in consecutive memory addresses. This array is stored
in volatile memory, resulting in lower persistence cost. Each combiner creates a copy of the state of the implemented object and applies the active requests on this private copy. This is a crucial design decision of PBcomb in terms of performance. The combiner switches a shared variable to index its copy, indicating that it stores the current valid state of the implemented object. The combiner should persist its private copy before trying to switch the pointer.

When a combiner performs updates directly on the shared state of the implemented object the updates are performed on data that are usually scattered in memory, thus resulting in high persistence cost when persisting the updated values. This problem is avoided by the technique of creating a copy of the state to apply the updates on, followed by PBcomb. This technique allows to persist data stored in the copy in consecutive memory addresses but it works well mainly for objects of small or medium size (or when the number of synchronization points is small), as otherwise the cost of copying and persisting the state may dominate the cost of persisting a smaller amount of scattered data (part of the state).

To be compatible with the persistence principles listed above, PBcomb stores the response values in an array, which is maintained together with the state of the object (in consecutive memory addresses). The combiner persists the entire array of return values together with the object’s state. PBcomb uses two bits (activate and deactivate) for each thread $p$, to identify whether the last request, initiated by $p$, has been served. If the two bits are not equal, $p$ has a request which has not yet been served i.e., it is active. PBcomb persists just the deactivate bit of $p$. Following persistence principle 3, PBcomb stores the deactivate bits together with the object’s state, so all data to be persisted are in consecutive memory locations.

Details for the other implementations are provided in [7].

3 EVALUATION

We evaluate our algorithms on a 48-core machine (96 logical cores) consisting of 2 Intel Xeon Platinum 8260M processors with 24 cores each, equipped with a 1TB Intel Optane DC persistent memory (DCPMM). Each run simulates $10^7$ atomic operations in total, with each of the $n$ threads simulating $10^7/n$ operations.

We first consider a synthetic benchmark (AtomicFloat) in which every thread, repeatedly, executes $\text{AtomicFloat}(O, k)$ that reads the value $v$ of $O$ and updates it to $v + k$. In Figure 1a, we compare the performance of AtomicFloat implementations based on PBcomb and PWFcomb against state-of-the-art wait-free recoverable synchronization techniques: OneFile [10], CX-PTM [4], and RedoOpt [4]. Figure 1a shows that our first protocol, PBcomb, is more than 4x faster than RedoOpt, which is the fastest among the competitors. Also, our second protocol, PWFcomb is more than 2.8x faster than RedoOpt. Figure 1b compares the performance of PBqueue and PWFqueue with recoverable queue implementations based on the persistence techniques studied in Figure 1a and CX-PUC [4], the specialized recoverable queue implementations in [8] (FHMP) and in [12] (OptUNLQ and OptUNLQD), an implementation based on CAPSULES-NORMAL [2] (NormOpt), and the recoverable queue implementations based on Romulus [3] (i.e., RomulusLR and RomulusLog). Figure 1b shows that PBqueue achieves superior performance by being 2x faster than the OptUNLQD, which is the best competitor. Finally, Figure 1c illustrates that the performance of PBstack and PWFstack is much better than the following algorithms: the recoverable stack implementations based on OneFile [10] and Romulus [3], and a recoverable stack based on flat-combining (DFC) [11], which is the best competitor.
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